
First, load data, must be v24 
CSV format



There is no limit, here we will 
use ~2,000 files



You should see a little window 
show up down here



You can add a name to the 
project here to help streamline 

the saving of plots



After some time, you will see a 
table show up in the Counts tab
After some time, you will see a 

table show up in the Counts tab



Go to “Add Categories” to augment 
the data with other information



Here, I’ve added the depths for each 
assay



Next, go to the Age Model tab



Add the depth, 14C age, and sigma 
for each date. You can choose a 

calibration curve to the right



After some time, the Age Curve will 
appear in the named tab



Go to PCA next to perform principle 
components analysis and/or k-

means cluster analysis



You can color the points based on 
other values, like climatic period, 
cluster analysis, or other data you 

have added



To change variables for the PCA/
K-means model, go back to the 

Counts Tab and change the 
elements you use

To change variables for the PCA/
K-means model, go back to the 

Counts Tab and change the 
elements you use



You can also adjust the size of 
the points for clarity. Smaller for 
big data sets, bigger for small 

data sets



Download the plot, and you will 
get a publication-ready tiff with 
the project name + plot type

Download the plot, and you will 
get a publication-ready tiff with 
the project name + plot type



You can add ellipses to 
the data as well



On the Timeseries tab, you can plot 
the data along the core’s length



As before, you can color based on Climate, Cluster 
Analysis, or a Qualitative attribute



You can change elements, or even ratio them 
together by selecting them from the dropdown list (in 

order of atomic number)



Change the x-axis from Depth to Age (using the age 
model) here



Add a smoothed-mean average here



You can work on up to 5 plots 
simultaneously

You can work on up to 5 plots 
simultaneously



Ternary Diagrams are also available



As before, you can color points by 
different data types



Each axis can be changed to your 
preference as well



You can plot 2 separate elemental ratios 
using the same basic controls here


